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ABSTRACT 

In the previous papers, [1,2). the experimental observations on the cubic-+hexagonal phase 

transformation in silicon were presented and a crystallographic analysis was given which explained 

this transformation on the basis of la«ice accommodation in twin-twin interactions or propagation 

of secondary twins into the matrix. In the present paper, the martensitic nature of the 

transformation is discussed and other recent observations of hexagonal silicon in ion-implanted 

material. heat treated Czochralski Si, and silicon deformed under hydrostatic pressure are 

considered in the light of the present work. 

I. INTRODUC170N 

High resolution observations have unequivocally confirmed earlier reports of a hexagonal phase 

of silicon formed by hot indentation. Paper I [I) of this series gives a detailed account of these 

new results. In paper II [2). an analysis relates the transformation to multiple twinning and 

martensite crystallography. A detailed discussion of related hexagonal and other phases, and 

possible formation mechanisms, are the subjects of this final paper. 

2. MARTENS/TIC NATURE OF THE TRANSFORMATION 

Although the dh phase in silicon is not a thermodynamically stable phase, the diffusionless 

mechanism by which it forms and its crystallographic characteristics make the dc-+dh transformation a 

martensitic one. 
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In general, a martensitic transformation occurs because a particular structure becomes 

thermodynamically unstable. It usually involves shape changes occurring in narrow plates within a 

constraining matrix. Because of this, and also as a result of a cooperative and diffusionless 

reaction, a martensitic transformation involves a substantial amount of strain energy. Hence to 

nucleate such a transformation, a large driving force is required. Two ways in which sufficient 

driving forces for the martensitic transformation can be built up without the onset of diffusional 

processes are rapid cooling and high strain rates. With sufficiently rapid cooling through the 

thermodynamic region in which the matrix is unstable, there is often not enough time for diffusional 

processes to take place and the large undercooling provides a large enough driving force for the 

martensitic transformation to occur (e.g. the austenite-+martensite transformation in steel). At 

temperatures where the undercoating is not sufficient for a large driving force, the application of 

applied stresses at a high rate again builds up enough driving force to carry through a martensitic 

transformation. There are a number of systems in which the martensitic transformation is stress 

induced, e.g. the tetragonal-+monoclinic transformation in zirconia. Indentation, of course. 

involves the application of very large stresses at very high strain rates. 

The crystallographic theory of martensitic transformation is phenomenological since it describes 

the crystallography before and after the transformation, but not the path it takes. The path or 

mechanism of a martensitic transformation has been the subject of much controversy especially for 

the case of the fcc-+bcc transition. Many authors have suggested mechanisms that amount to different 

decompositions of the transformation strain (e.g. [3-9]) and can be described in terms of different 

partial dislocation reactions. However, which particular mechanism operates can only be decided by 

experiment, and as the decisive experiments are hard to design the controversy remains unresolved. 

Perhaps the most informative experimental data are to be found in premartensitic phenomena which 

indicate a lattice softening on a specific shear system. 

The situation is simplest in the fcc-.hcp transformation where experimental observations show the 

mechanism to be one in which Shockley partial dislocations propagate on every other close packed 

plane. However, as pointed out earlier, the cubic to hexagonal transformation in Si has a 

distinctly different crystallography and it cannot be achieved by this simple mechanism. The 

question of a mechanism in Si is in fact much more closely related to the fcc-+bcc transformation. 

From Fig. 3(a) in part II [2], the atomic displacements can be seen to be a simple shear (plus a 
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shuffle). In terms of dislocations. the 1/6 <112> partials on {Itt} planes that produce the 

secondary twin become 1118 <255> partials on {51 1} planes when they enter the matrix. Since {511} 

planes have only one third the interplanar spacing of {Ill} planes, these dislocations would be 

further dissociated into I /64 < 255 > partials on every { 511 } plane (rather than 1 I 18 < 255 > on every 

third {511} plane). Because of the loose packing and close spacing of {511} planes it is difficult 

to imagine this shear as a physically meaningful dislocation mechanism. It is therefore tempting to 

search for alternative mechanisms that involve more acceptable partial dislocations such as the I /6 

< 112 > Shockleys. However. it must be kept in mind that whatever combination of these dislocations 

is chosen, the net result must be the atomic displacements shown in Fig. 3(a) of part II [2]. Thus. 

any alternative dislocation mechanism could only be a less direct route to the same final state. In 

section 2 of part II [2] the total displacement was decomposed into a lattice rotation (the 39° 

rotation of a secondary twin relative to the matrix) and an accommodation shear (the reverse 

twinning shear). 

In terms of a dislocation mechanism, it is most appropriate to consider the model of intersect

ing twins. Each twin would be formed by the mechanism of Ref. [10] which is based on the different 

mobility of partial dislocations in silicon [I 1]. This difference is due to the different activa-

tion energies for glide of the leading and trailing partials of a dissociated screw dislocation and 

it increases with decreasing temperature. According to the model, three ingredients are necessary 

for occurrence of twinning in silicon: (1) a pinned segment of screw dislocation, (2) shear stresses 

acting on the dislocation segment on the primary and a cross-slip plane, and (3) intermediate 

temperatures. It is envisaged that all three ingredients are present in the complex stress field of 

an indentation test and a high density of twins with different {ttl} habit planes form. 

Consider now the intersection of two twins, I and 2, formed in this way on different habit 

planes. When twin 2 reaches twin I, transformation of the partials to 1/18 <255> represents only 

one of many possibilities. In another decomposition of the strain, the reaction would be expressed 

in terms of the more familiar Shockley partial dislocations. It is postulated that under the high 

local stresses, coalescence of the Shockley partials on adjacent planes can occur at the interface 

of the twins. Once three such partials have collected at the boundary, their coalescence will form 

a dislocation with an effective Burgers vector 1/6 [55! ]T 
1 

which subsequently dissociates as follows 

[12]: 
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It should be noted, however. that the strict propagation sequence necessary to accomplish the 

transformation is not readily visualized. 

Still other decompositions are possible, and each has its own dislocation description. To 

decide which is the one that actually describes the mechanism of transformation is a question to be 

answered not by theory but by experiment. If it were possible to unravel the dislocation structure 

at an advancing (or receding) interface it could be determined whether the transformation proceeds 

by the propagation of 1/64 < 255 > dislocations on successive {51 t} planes. by a more complex sequence 

of Shockley partials on different slip planes. or an even different set of dislocations or shuffles. 

3. RELATED PHASES AND OTHER OBSERVATIONS OF HEXAGONAL SILICON 

3.1. High Pressure Phases of Silicon 

As noted earlier. the room temperature diamond cubic structure of silicon persists up to -II 

GPa, and at atmospheric pressure, from 0 K to its melting point. Using Cannon's designation [13]. 

the de silicon is known as the Si(l) phase. Other high pressure phases of Si are designated as 

follows [ 1 4]: 

Si (II) --- between 11-15 GPa, a metallic phase with the body centered tetragonal (bet) 

structure, [15,16]. 

Si (Ill) --- between I 0 and 0 GPa, a body centered cubic (bee) phase [ 17 ,18], 

Si (IV) ---a similar quenched phase of Si(III) [13,14], 

Si (V) --- between 14 and 40 GPa, a primitive hexagonal (ph) phase [ 19 ,20]. 

Si (VI) --- an intermediate phase of unknown structure [ 19]. 

Si (VII) ---at -40 GPa, a hexagonal close packed (hcp) phase [19]. 

According to recent work by Hu and Spain [20], with increasing pressure up to -25 GPa. the sequence 

of transitions is I _. II _. V. It should be noted that there is no sharp transition pressure in the 

above sequence and two-phase regions exist over wide ranges of pressure [20]. On release of the 

pressure, the phase transitions follow the sequence V _. (V +II) _. II _. (II+ Ill) _. III with the bee 

phase persisting to atmospheric pressure [20]. 
' In addition to these pressure-induced phase transformations, which are accompanied by a large 

volume decrease, a diamond hexagonal (dh) form of silicon was first reported in the high-pressure 

experiments of Wentorf and Kasper [ 17]. Extensive heat-treatments of the polyphase (de+ bee) 

silicon, obtained under high pressure, at temperatures of 200-600° C for periods of between 30 

minutes and 3 days produced a mixture of de silicon and a new phase. Using Debye-Scherrer X-ray 

patterns, Wentorf and Kasper determined this new phase to be hexagonal, and as they stated, 
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"corresponding to a structure related to the wurtzite type in the same way that the structure of 

ordinary silicon is related to the zincblende type" [ 17]. The lattice parameters of the dh silicon 

were a=0.38 nm and c=0.628 nm. i.e. c/a= 1.653, close to the ideal value of (8t3l 12
. It had the 

same density, 2330 kg/m
3

, as that of de silicon implying that unlike the high-pressure phases, dh Si 

has an identical atomic volume to that of de silicon. The new phase showed semiconducting 

properties with a resistivity of 100 Qm which decreased sharply with increasing temperature. This 

compares to a resistivity of 10-
3 

-I 0-
4 

Qm for the bee silicon, which shows metallic behavior. and 

has a lattice parameter of 0.6636 nm and a density of 2550 kg/m
3 

[18]. 

The dh structure has the space group P63 /mmc with four atoms per unit cell at 0.0,0; 0.0.3/8: 

2/3,1/3.1/2 and 2/3,1/3.7/8. It has tetrahedral bonding similar to that of de Si with a 

coordination number of 4; the only difference is in the positions of the third nearest neighbors. 

The phase stabilities in silicon have also been the subject of intense theoretical study. In 

particular. Yin and Cohen [21,22] investigated the static structural properties (e.g. lattice 

constant, cohesive energy, bulk modulus). crystal stability and pressure-induced phase trans

formations in silicon on the basis of ab initio pseudopotential method within the local density

functional formalism. Their method is based on the calculation and comparison of the total energy 

of various plausible crystalline structures (fcc. bee, hcp, de, dh, bet and simple cubic) for 

silicon as a function of volume. The theoretical values of the structural properties of Si obtained 

by Yin and Cohen [21,22] are in excellent agreement with the experimental values. They find that, 

out of the seven crystal structures that they considered, the de and dh Si are semiconducting with 

strongly covalent bonding characteristics. and the other five structures are metallic. According to 

their results, under atmospheric pressure, de silicon has the lowest structural energy as expected; 

however, the difference in the structural energy between dh silicon and de silicon is very slight 

(0.016 eV per atom). It seems that only the slightly more localized charge distribution in dh Si 

makes this phase less stable than the de phase [22]. Their results also show that dh Si is not a 

thermodynamically stable phase and de silicon cannot transform to dh silicon at equilibrium under 

any pressure. Thus, unlike other forms of silicon, with the exception of Si(IIl), the dh phase 

seems to be metastable over the whole pressure range with an energy curve lying slightly higher than 

that of de Si [23]. 

3.2 Related Hexagonal Phases 

It is of relevance to the present discussion to mention briefly the observation of a similar 

hexagonal phase in other group IV materials: diamond and germanium. 

3.2.1 Hexagonal Diamond 

The dh form of diamond is called Lonsdaleite; a name suggested by Fronde! and Marvin [24] after 

the crystallographer Dame Kathleen Lonsdale. It was first reported in experiments on the production 

of synthetic diamond by shock compression of graphite finely dispersed in a metallic shock plate 

[25]. Bundy and Kasper [26] synthesized hexagonal diamond by compression along the c-axis of good 

single-crystal graphite with a subsequent stabilization through heating above 1000° C under high 
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pressure. Using the Debye-Scherrer x-ray powder method, they measured the lattice parameter of the 

hexagonal phase to be a=0.252 nm and c/a= 1.63 with the new phase having the same density as cubic 

diamond. Significantly. they also reported that the crystals were twinned and that they had the 

following orientation relationship to the original graphite crystal: 

(I Of O)dh 11<0001)9 r a phi te 

[OOOl]dh ll£l 110)9raphite .... (1) 

As they commented. the graphitic structure cannot be converted to the dh structure by simple shear 

processes and would require atomic displacements (shuffling). Lonsdale suggested that this 

transformation is partly because of the greater ease of transition of the sequence (000 I ) h 1 t to grap • 
(IOfO)dh as compared to alternative transitions [27]. However. it is likely that the tranformation 

of the graphite to the dh diamond was a two-stage process: first a high pressure phase transfor-

mation of graphite to cubic diamond with a subsequent formation of dh diamond by the double twinning 

mechanism outlined in part II [2). In the first stage. graphite undergoes a phase transformation to 

de diamond with the usual orientation relationship of: 

(0001 )9 r a phi te ll0 11)dc 

[ 111 0]9 r • ph i t. II [I r O]d c .... (2) 

The second stage now results in dh diamond with the following orientation relationship: 

(Of l)dc ll<0001)dh 

[011]dc ll£f2fO]dh .... (3) 

Note also that the c/a ratio in this case is very close to the ideal ratio of (8/3)112 
. 

The dh phase of diamond was also reported in Canyon Diablo iron meteorites by Fronde! and Marvin 

[24] and by Hanneman et al. [28]. The latter also observed dh diamond in Goalpara meteorites. 

According to Hanneman et al. [28]. their evidence indicates that cubic diamond cannot be trans-

formed, even partially. into hexagonal diamond by application of static or shock pressure combined 

with temperature. However. the dh phase of diamond in meteorites could have formed by the 

martensitic transformation suggested here. 

3.2.2 Hexagonal Gennanium 

The dh germanium was first observed by Eremenko [29] using the same indentation technique as the 

one that he had used on silicon [30,31]. The optimum range of indentation temperature for the 

production of hexagonal Ge was found to be -380-400° C and all the crystallographic data. e.g. the 

habit plane and the orientation relationship between Gedh and Gedc. were similar to the silicon 

case. According to Eremenko, the germanium dh phase essentially could not be observed below -150° C 

and above -550° C. The lattice parameter was a=0.394±0.005 nm with c/a= 1.66. 

Rudee and Howie [32] investigated sputtered Ge using HREM and found it to have a micro

crystalline structure rather than an amorphous one. They found excellent agreement between the 

experimental diffraction patterns of the sputtered Ge and those calculated from dh Ge. Later. 

Parsons and Hoelke [33], also using HREM, observed dh Ge when a thin foil of the amorphous material 

was crystallized by a pulsed laser beam, by an electron beam, or by vacuum annealing. However, 

while the value of the lattice parameter reported by these authors (a=0.396±0.002 nm) was in 
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agreement. the cia ratio (c/a=2.47), was markedly different from that reported by Eremenko [29]. 

Parsons and Hoelke [34] reported numerous defects, particularly microtwins. in the explosively 

crystallized (amorphous) films. Thus it is possible that the dh Ge observed in these specimens 

arises by one of the mechanisms described in part II [2]. e.g. from the intersection of twins. In 

any case, verification of dh Ge by such experiments, and determination of lattice parameters. needs 

re-evaluation. 

3.3. Hexagonal Phase in /on-Implanted Silicon 

The first observation of hexagonal silicon in ion-implanted Si was made by Tan et al. [35]. 

Their experiment was on silicon wafers implanted with high doses of As+ ions with an estimated 

temperature below "a few hundred degrees Celsius" [35]. They stated that the hexagonal Si that they 

observed was not the same defect as the previously reported rod-like defects or ~ Ill } stacking 

faults also generated during ion implantation of Si. 

Since the work of Tan et al.. the hexagonal phase has been reported a number of times when 

silicon is implanted by a heavy ion dose (-1021 -10
2 2 ions/m2

) of As+ [36], Ar+ [37], Kr+ [38]. and 

P+ [39]. There are also indications that in earlier studies this phase had been observed. For 

example, Schwuttke et al. [40] investigated Si+ -implanted (1 1 I) silicon by TEM and the diffraction 

patterns in their paper show spots which may be due to the hexagonal phase: the authors actually 

indexed these spot as hexagonal reflections although they attributed them to stacking faults 

parallel to the substrate ~Ill} plane. Similarly Ohdomari and Onoda [41] analysed the diffraction 

patterns from Ar+ -implanted Si and noted anomalous spots which they attributed to multiply twinned 

particles. 

In general, heavy ion implantation results in extensive radiation damage and amorphisation of 

silicon [42]. Depending on the mass, energy. and dosage of the implanted ions. the amorphous layer 

may extend from the implanted surface to a certain depth. or it may be buried under a crystalline 

region [43]. The formation of amorphous silicon is a result of the damage produced by the implanted 

ions which create a high density of point defects through knock-on processes. During the 

implantation process. however. the damaged crystal is being annealed resulting in a recovery of some 

of the damage and recrystallization of the amorphous regions. This latter process, termed "dynamic 

annealing". is clearly thermally activated and thus a function of the specimen temperature. Thus, 

the extent of the damage produced in ion implantation of a crystalline material is determined by the 

competition between two simultaneous processes: (i) defect production, and (ii) dynamic annealing 

[37 ,44]. At low temperatures, the rate of thermal annealing is less than the rate of damage 

production and net amorphisation takes place. At high temperatures, the situation is reversed and 

net recrystallization occurs. Depending on the dose, on a single crystal substrate, the reordered 

silicon may grow in an epitaxial orientation relationship with respect to the non-amorphized region 

[42]. Since the material which transforms, i.e. amorphous silicon, is also in the solid phase. the 

whole recrystallization process is termed "solid-phase epitaxial growth" (SPEG) to distinguish it 

from vapor- or liquid-phase epitaxial growth. The temperatures at which SPEG occurs in silicon is 

generally above 450° C [44]. Such temperatures can be achieved in heavy implantations since the high 
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current used for this purpose can increase the temperature of the specimen by an appreciable amount 

[ 43]. This is specially the case when there is poor thermal contact with the specimen holder. The 

amorphous/crystalline interface during the annealing process depends on the initial orientation of 

the silicon, e.g. in {1 00} or { 110} implantations, the interface seems to be quite planar while in 

the {Ill} case it is rather non-uniform [45-47]. 

There is ample experimental evidence that ion implantation of silicon with dynamic annealing 

[35 ,37-39 .48]. or post-implantation annealing [36,37 .40.41,43 .46,50]. produces extensive twinning in 

the recrystallized region. Both primary and secondary microtwins occur which apparently form during 

the recrystallization of the amorphous phase [37 .42]. In fact. Cspregi et al. [47] ascribe the 

bilinear mode of the recrystallization growth curve for <Ill > oriented silicon to the growth of 

twins in this direction during recrystallization. The microtwins often have the shape of small 

plates with widths in the range of 10-30 nm [37]. 

More recently, it has been found that post-implantation annealing of silicon which contains an 

amorphous layer can be assisted by a secondary irradiation [49]. Thus irradiation with energetic 

ions induces recrystallization at temperatures as low as 200°C [44]. Interestingly, in the ion

induced recrystallization of amorphous silicon, which occurs at temperatures below 400° C. there is 

no evidence of twins or hexagonal phase [50]. 

Formation of twins and hexagonal phase in ion-implanted silicon can be explained on the basis of 

the models developed in the present series of papers. First it should be noted that if a pinned 

screw dislocation is under a shear stress, then passing through the temperature range 400-650° C. say 

on heating up to higher temperatures, can activate the glide of the leading partial dislocation to a 

much greater extent than that of the trailing partial. Hence, provided there is sufficient shear 

stress acting on the partial dislocation on the cross-slip plane, a twin lamellae can be produced in 

this temperature range. Now. during the recrystallization process, internal shear stresses are 

produced in the implanted material. These may be due to a variety of reasons. e.g. the implanted 

ion may not be soluble, or be above its solubility limit, in silicon. In this case. the ions will 

precipitate out as second-phase particles during dynamic. or post-implantation, annealing processes 

with a different volume-per-atom to that of silicon, hence producing local stresses. For instance, 

Komarov et al. [50] attribute local stresses in Ar+ -implanted Si to formation of Ar bubbles which 

subsequently crystallize. In any case, the amorphous-+crystalline phase transformation generates 

considerable stresses in the implanted layer due to different density of the two pbases. As a 

result, dislocations loops nucleate heterogeneously at the many inhomogeneous sites present 

particularly close to the amorphous/crystalline interfacial regions. However, glide of dislocations 

is a thermally activated process with an activation energy of -2 eV in silicon (this depends on the 

dopant concentration; for a recent review see [51]). Thus, at low temperatures, the mobility of 

dislocations is very low and, even though the embryonic dislocation loops nucleated at the 

heterogeneities are under considerable shear stress. they stay rather small because they cannot 

expand and shear the crystal. As the temperature rises in the specimen, the mobility of 

dislocations gradually increases and they start expanding. Segments of some screw dislocations are 

pinned by the various defects in this region of the crystal. Those segments whose leading partial 
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is faster than the trailing partial will now generate twins to relieve some of the shear stress 

acting on them. Once the twin is generated. rising temperature simply results in further expansion 

of the faulted loops on adjacent {ttl} planes and widening of the twin. This is the process that is 

thought to operate in the generation of twins. 

Even though the stress field in an implanted layer is thought to be relatively simple [52]. it 

can become quite complicated during the amorphous-+crystalline phase transformation. Hence. there 

are likely to be dislocations generated on many different slip planes. Also there may be sufficient 

resolved shear stresses on these { t J t } planes to cause formation of twins with different { t J I } habit 

planes. If the twins with different habit planes intersect during their expansion. they can form 

hexagonal silicon by the mechanism described in part II of this series [2]. Since the resolved 

shear stress on different {til } planes is a function of the orientation of the substrate. it is 

expected that the twin density on different {Ill} planes, and as a result also the density of 

hexagonal silicon. will be different when different substrate orientations are implanted. 

The absence of twins, and hence hexagonal silicon, in the ion-assisted experiments [50] is due 

to the fact that recrystallization takes place at such low temperatures ( < 400° C) that the partial 

dislocations are not sufficiently mobile to expand and form the faulted loops necessary for twin 

formation. On the other hand, with thermally-induced recrystallization, the temperature is in the 

right regime (450-650° C) where the mobility of the leading partial is sufficiently greater than that 

of the trailing partial so that the twinning mechanism can operate. 

In brief, twins will form in ion-implanted silicon if it passes through the temperature range 

-400-650° C because of the likely presence of pinned segments of screw dislocations which can be 

under relatively high shear stresses. This is irrespective of the manner by which this temperature 

range is reached, i.e. by post-implantation anneal, dynamic anneal, ion-induced recrystallization, 

or any other means. 

3.4 Oxygen Precipitation in Silicon 

The formation of precipitates and lattice defects in heat-treated silicon which is 

supersaturated with interstitial oxygen has received a lot of attention recently. One reason is 

because the technologically important Czochralski silicon contains about 102 4 
oxygen atoms/m3 

. When 

this material is annealed, a variety of precipitates and lattice defects form which have been 

studied quite intensively by TEM. The morphology of the defects depend on the time-temperature 

domain of annealing; for a recent review, see e.g. Bender [53]. For annealing at high temperatures 

( > 800° C) the structure of the defects and precipitates is relatively well understood. However at 

low to intermediate temperatures ( -450-750° C), there are some controversial problems; one source of 

this is because some of the precipitates are probably metastable phases which complicate the 

problem. The defect which is relevant to this paper is the so-called "rod-" or "ribbon-like defect" 

(RLD) which is elongated along a < 0 l J > direction. Typically, an RLD has a length of -1 pm and a 

cross-section of lx6 nm 
2 

, i.e. it has a remarkably high aspect ratio of J 03 
- J 04 

• In the HREM images 

of this defect a kind of two-layer periodicity in the elongated <01 1 > direction may be detected. 

This would imply that the RLD has a (nano-)crystaJiine structure. It has a dilationaJ strain field 
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(interstitial) with a displacement vector off< 100> where f-Q.3a
5 
i. At intermediate annealing 

temperatures (-650° C). the interface between the RLD and the de silicon is mostly parallel to the 

{100}de plane but, sometimes, it has a zigzag shape with small segements parallel to {3f l}de and. 

less frequently, parallel to {4f 1 }de and {5f I }de [54]. In this temperature range. segments of RLD 

often alternate with segments of 60° and 90° dislocation dipoles all collinear along the same < II 0 > 

rod defect. At lower temperatures (=485° C). the crystalline structure of the RLD is less clear in 

HREM images and its habit plane is parallel to {3f I }de planes with indications of continuing growth 

along { 100} [55]. 

Because of the correlation of the loss of oxygen during annealing and the formation of RLDs. 

Bourret et at. [54] assumed that this crystalline phase is probably a silica phase. Based on this 

hypothesis. they found a good match between the experimental periodicities of RLDs (from optical 

diffractograms) and those of coesite. a high-pressure phase of Si0
2 

with a monoclinic structure. A 

comparison of the experimental HREM images of RLDs and the simulated images of coesite also 

confirmed this assumption. This was further verified by Bender [53] who independently repeated the 

image matchings and found good correlation between computed images of coesite and HREM images of 

RLD. This attractive suggestion was taken on by a number of workers because it readily accounted 

for the increase in the density of RLD defects with annealing time, and the simultaneous loss of 

interstitial oxygen [55,56). In fact quantitative estimates of the number of oxygen atoms in the 

ribbons is in reasonable agreement with infrared data on the loss of oxygen from the solution 

indicating that the oxygen atoms have formed coesite precipitates [55,57]. However, because of the 

low annealing temperature, specially at -485° C. identification of RLD with coesite requires an 

enhanced oxygen diffusion in silicon. Such an enhancement was, in fact, suggested earlier by 

Stavola et al. [58] in order to explain their dichroic experiments. Many different mechanisms were 

suggested to explain the latter set of experiments (for a review see [59]). 

Recently, Newman et al. [60] have re-interpreted the dichroic experiments and questioned the 

enhanced oxygen diffusivity of silicon. In this case, the formation of coesite at low temperatures 

would not be tenable. Bourret [61) re-examined the evidence for coesite and, based on the 

similarity of the HREM images of RLDs to those of hexagonal silicon in [62]. he suggested that the 

RLD is in fact dh Si. Another factor in this re-interpretation is the appearance of zig-zag type 

defects in electron- or ion-irradiated specimens at elevated temperatures with { 113} habit planes. 

This interpretation of RLDs as being dh Si has been also supported by Bender and Vanhellemont [63]. 

As far the authors are aware, no-one has reported formation of twins in annealing of Czochralski 

silicon. It is thus concluded that this hexagonal silicon cannot form by the mechanisms proposed in 

the present series of papers. If the RLD is, in fact. hexagonal silicon, a completely different 

mechanism would be operative. It has been suggested that dh Si forms by the aggregation of Si 

self-interstitials which are created during the formation of oxygen precipitats [61]. The details 

of this process, however, have not been given. This is rather surprising because, as mentioned 

before, Sidh phase is not thermodynamically favored. Also if dh silicon does form by a different 

mechanism, it is hard to envisage that it will choose the unexpected orientation relationship of 

(0 r I) de II (000 1) d h ' [0 ll]d e II [ r 2 r O]d h ; it would be preferential to have the more natural orientation 
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relationship (lll)de II<OOOl)dh. [1 fO]de II£1110]dh. In addition. unlike the RLD (interstitial with 

b=f< 100>), hexagonal silicon does not appear to produce a dilational effect in any direction. i.e. 

it is not an interstitial defect. Hence in the opinion of the present authors. the nature of RLD is 

an open question at the moment. It is probably not coesite, which is not a thermodynamically stable 

phase at the conditions of RLD formation. And. although there is increasing evidence that Si 

self-interstitials are necessary for the formation of RLDs [64], it is probably not hexagonal 

silicon since this requires the existence of correct shear stresses for deformation twinning. 

3.5 Defomtation of Si under Superimposed Hydrostatic Pressure 

It is well known that in the presence of hydrostatic pressure, the brittle/ductile transition 

temperature can be shifted to lower temperatures. This is of course basically what happens in 

indentation experiments where the indenter itself produces a hydrostatic component as well as a 

shear one. Using superimposed confining pressures of -1500 MPa, Castaing et al. [65] succeeded in 

plastically deforming silicon at temperatures as low as 300° C. Preliminary TEM observations of the 

specimens deformed at temperatures below 500° C revealed a high density of microtwins, twins, and 

stacking faults [65]. These were produced by large resolved shear stresses of up to -1000 MPa [65] 

which is much larger than the stress necessary to overcome the stacking fault energy of Si and 

separate the leading from the trailing partial dislocation [10]. 

A more thorough microstructural investigation of silicon deformed at low temperatures under 

hydrostatic pressure was later made by Demenet et al. [66]. They observed a large difference in 

twin density with respect to the compression axis. In contrast to a high density of twins when the 

specimen was oriented for multiple glide (compression axis < 100> ). the twin density was very low 

when the specimen was deformed under single glide conditions (compression axis <213>). This is of 

course compatible with the mechanism proposed in [I 0] because, as mentioned before, two of the 

requirements for twinning are a pinned segment of screw dislocation and reasonable resolved shear 

stresses on the primary and a cross-slip plane. For single glide condition, cross-slip is 

negligible and because. at least up to the upper yield point, most of the dislocation are on the 

primary glide plane, there are not many intersecting dislocation from other slip planes which pin a 

primary screw dislocation. When the specimens are deformed to higher strains, (past the lower yield 

point) other slip planes are activated and then some incidence of microtwinning is observed [66]. 

For specimens oriented for multiple glide, all the necessay conditions, i.e. cross-slipping and 

pinned screw dislocations, are present and there is a high incidence of twinning. It should also be 

noted that dislocation velocity is stress dependent and, as Demenet et al. [66] have noted, for 

< 213 > orientation the resolved shear stress on the trailing partial is larger than that on the 

leading partial while in the case of < 100> axis compression the reverse is true. 

An interesting aspect of the work of Demenet et al. [66] was the observation of hexagonal 

silicon. deformed at 700° C along a < 213 > axis under a confining pressure of 700 MPa. In these 

experiments very large resolved shear stresses ( -320 MPa) were applied resulting in large strains of 

-o.25. The strain corresponds to the end of stage II of the stress-strain curve of silicon where 

the dislocations rearrange to form cellular structures [66]. Significantly twins, and also very 
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small quantities of hexagonal silicon. were observed with the latter having the same habit plane and 

orientation relationship as in eqn. (3). The fact that deformation was carried out to such a high 

strain implies the activation of many slip systems resulting in pinned segments of screw 

dislocations. Dislocation interactions in the heavily dislocated material also cause internal 

resolved shear stresses for cross-glide. The confining pressure presumably may result in some 

changes in the mobility of partial dislocations. or there may be a higher propensity for pinning of 

trailing partial dislocations as compared to the leading ones in the heavily dislocated shear bands 

of the cellular structure. In any case, the final result is the incidence of twinning at the high 

temperature of 700° C. It should be noted that in the absence of confining pressure. there is no 

reported incidence of twinning under conditions of single glide at this temperature. The 

significance of cellular structure is that the twins are localized in the shear bands and twin 

intersections are more likely with the consequent production of hexagonal silicon. 
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